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Ref: ACh/cpo                  23rd April 2021 
 
Dear Year 11 and Parents/Carers,  
 
End of year 11 arrangements 
I am writing to keep you informed about the end of term arrangements for year 11. I am sorry if any of 
you feel that this information is late, but we are constantly reflecting on government guidance as it 
becomes available, waiting to see how the government ‘road map’ is progressing and then planning 
for how we implement the best plan for our Baines students. 
 
Teacher Assessed Grades 
You are all aware that we are using a range of evidence to support the awarding of grades for the year 
11 students this year. Further subject specific guidance is still being released, so we are constantly 
checking that our plans are still the best when further information is received. Students are aware of 
the range of evidence we are using for their grades and they are sitting a number of class-based 
assessments. We will be sending out a document so you can all see what evidence will be being used 
in every subject to award those grades. We have worked hard to ensure there is consistency and parity 
across subjects, but there will be differences because subjects have different assessment 
requirements. We are still awaiting final information about some of our vocational subjects because 
many of our students have some external results for modules that they have already sat an examination 
in, and we are awaiting clarity about how those results feed in to the process. 
 
Leaving Arrangements 
Towards the end of the Easter holidays, the government confirmed there would be no change to the 
official leaving date for year 11 students. This stands at Friday 25th June 2021. However, because of 
the nature of the way the grades will be awarded this year and the requirement for us to moderate, 
standardise and quality assure every single grade, the students will not be submitting any new 
evidence beyond the end of May half term. I do not want to waste anyone’s time and have the students 
coming in to school when the evidence has already been presented. We do however, have a 
commitment to supporting students in the transition for their next career step. All of our students have 
at least one application in place for a college place in September. To support this transition, we will be 
putting on a programme of masterclasses that will help them prepare for this next step. 
 
I have spoken to the Principal at Blackpool Sixth Form and Vice-Principal at Blackpool and the Fylde 
College and they are really pleased that we will host some masterclasses to support the transition. 
They will also send us some information to share with students so that our students can access their 
online learning hubs when they are not participating in a Baines masterclass. 
 
For the three weeks (7th June to 24th June) we will put a timetable together where teachers will be 
online in the Google Classroom delivering a masterclass session to Baines students who are thinking 
they will be studying that subject at college in September. For the A-Level subjects, this will focus on 



  

those topics that are on the A-Level syllabus but perhaps due to lockdown, have not been covered as 
deeply as we would usually have covered them. Or perhaps it is a topic that is very difficult and needs 
a strong grasp before moving on to further study. It may be a topic that has not been finished due to 
lockdown or will be something that will enhance the skills they will need at A-Level or Level 3 BTEC. 
We will also run some mathematics and English classes for those students who feel they may need to 
strengthen their foundations for further study or who may be continuing to study GCSE mathematics 
and English when they start at college in September. We will also have regular career slots on the 
timetable so that any student who would like some additional career advice, or who may be changing 
their ideas about subjects etc. 
From 7th to 25th June, this timetable will be studied remotely for our students, it would not be possible 
to timetable this programme in school as every child is unique with a different combination of subjects 
(A small number of sessions such as science may require attendance for practical work). The teachers 
will be in school (as they will be teaching their usual school timetable) but the year 11 students will 
stay at home and log in to the sessions they wish to join. When they are not in a Baines session, there 
will be pre-reading and tasks available in the online hub from their post-16 college that they can access 
to help them in the transition. We will not be able to repeat any of these sessions if the student misses 
the session. 
 
The final day the students will be expected physically in school will be Friday 28 th May 2021, where 
we will hold a special leavers assembly for them. Miss Pass will communicate the arrangements for 
this special event with you prior to the day. 
 
Exam results 
The GCSE exam results will be issued on the morning of 12th August. Mr Mycock and Miss Pass will 
communicate details about this event nearer the time, once we are clear if it needs to be an event like 
last year with social distancing measures in place. Please save the date in your diary. 
 
Year 11 Prom 
A number of parents are starting to ask about the year 11 prom. As you are aware, because of Covid, 
we have been unable to book an external venue. The year 11 from last year, still have not had their 
prom and we are trying to organise something for them, but this will be on a much smaller scale than 
their original plan because students have moved on. 
I am really wanting our Class of 2021 to have a wonderful celebration of their time at Baines School 
and to hold it this year before they move off to their different institutions. The Covid pandemic and 
changing nature of the spread of the disease etc. has meant that external events cannot easily be 
planned for. With the current road map, it is still not clear whether there will be any restrictions to large 
external social gatherings after 21st June (and most venues have no availability this academic year 
because they are still rolling forward bookings from 2020). 
I have proposed to the Senior Students that we hold a special event at school, I am waiting for them to 
confirm that this event is what the group would like. No prom event will ever please everyone but I 
want to provide a celebration where everyone who wants to attend can. The plan and rationale behind 
what I have proposed is as follows: 
 

1. 25th June – Event at School (this is the official leaving date of the year group so the perfect 
date for them to have their celebration). The event would be an early evening event arriving 
between 6.00 and 6.30pm for photographs before moving in to the sportshall and in the 
surrounding area outside if the weather is warm and fair. Mr Noon and his team from the 
refectory would provide the catering (senior students to liaise with him over what they would 
like this to be, early suggestions are a nice buffet or BBQ). Students can organise fun awards 
and music and we can make the event really nice at school for all students. The evening 
would finish at 9.00pm due to the requirement for loud music etc to be halted at this time 



  

because we are in a residential area. We are aware that there is a tradition of students 
moving on to private after-prom parties and this would facilitate that. 
 

2. We are working in year group bubbles in school, so there is no restriction for the year group 
to have an event (as long as there are no spectators). Currently the largest number allowed 
for external groups is 30 and it is not clear if there will be any restrictions in place at external 
venues after 21st June. Financially for venues, there is a minimum booking of 80 students and 
a financial guarantee would have to be given for this. It is too late to start planning an 
external event for students this academic year. At school, we know we can organise events 
for bubbles as long as there are no spectators. 
 

3. Financial constraints – the pandemic has left many families with financial difficulties. An 
external prom ticket usually costs around £30 and then there is the cost of clothes, 
accessories and for many, they choose to have hair, nails, make up and travel to the prom. I 
worry about our families who would find this difficult to manage, especially without saving 
for it all year. I would not want any of our children to miss their end of year celebration 
because they felt they could not afford to attend the prom.  

 
By hosting at school, as a special gift to the students, school would pay for the food. The senior 
students may decide to do a fundraising activity or to set a small charge in order to buy balloons and 
decorate the sports hall or to provide prizes / photo booth, music etc. Students can wear ‘prom clothes’ 
or smart clothes that they are comfortable in so that they feel special on the night, without feeling 
pressured to spend a lot of money on clothes. 
 
More than anything, I want to guarantee that the Year 11 of 2021 have a special event. I know for 
some, they want an event at an external venue. We have learnt a lot over the last year and having an 
external event at a later date will result in a much smaller celebration because people have moved on 
and the chance for everyone to be a part of one last whole year-group event at Baines will be lost. We 
could not guarantee the minimum of 80 students at a later date and external venues have confirmed 
that numbers below that would result in the booking not being viable. 
 
Miss Pass will confirm the arrangement for the prom once the year group have decided. 
 
 I hope you understand the idea and rationale behind all of these plans. The intention is to give our 
students the very best opportunities and experiences for their remaining time at Baines School. I want 
them to remember their time fondly, we have all missed out on so much over the last year, I don’t want 
them to miss out on that special graduation time. 
 
I want to thank you for your ongoing support, the year 11 students are working so hard at the moment 
to secure the best evidence for their portfolios. I look forward to celebrating their successes and having 
a really positive end to their time at Baines School. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
 
 
 

Mrs A Chapman 
Headteacher 
 


